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Narrators who clear the nose by blowing as seen in The Great Mirror: 
in contrast to tears as described in A Tale of Flowering Fortunes
SUZUKI Takako
［Abstract］ This paper, among the physical expressions of the narrators employed in The Great Mirror, 
focuses special attention on such explanations related to tears as “clear the nose by blowing” portrayed in the 
work. The expression “clear the nose by blowing” literally means to blow tears running through the nose ---- a 
graphic physical expression of tears.
 The Great Mirror has within itself such characteristics that by way of focusing attention on tears and 
analyzing them closely, therefore, this paper attempts to shed light on some new aspects of the stories.
 The Tale of Genji, including metaphorical expressions, has about 880 abundant examples associated 
with tears. However, such descriptions related to tears as “nasal voice”, “snivelling”, and “clear the nose by 
blowing” are quite limited. As regards the expression “clear the nose by blowing”, 7 examples can be found 
in The Tale of Genji, whereas in The Great Mirror as many as 3 such examples can be pointed out from about 
44 examples concerned with tears altogether. Besides, what characterizes The Great Mirror is the way in 
which they are drawn as the narrators’ gestures. In this paper I hope to explore the intention hidden behind the 
expressions regarding tears in The Great Mirror by analyzing and comparing, from a wide range of viewpoint, 
with the expression “clear the nose by blowing” in The Tale of Genji.
 Unlike The Great Mirror, in A Tale of Flowering Fortunes, which is contemporary with The Great Mirror, 
both the substantial narrative scenes and the substantial narrators remain rather inconspicuous. In other words, 
the text itself represents the narrative scenes instead. By comparing the description of tears in each work, I 
also hope to elucidate some differences between these two works.
